Exoskeleton for Gait Rehabilitation: Effects of Assistance, Mechanical Structure, and Walking Aids on Muscle Activations
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Abstract: Several exoskeletons have been developed and increasingly used in clinical settings for training and assisting locomotion. These devices allow people with severe motor deficits to regain mobility and sustain intense and repetitive gait training. However, three factors might affect normal muscle activations during walking: the assistive forces that are provided during walking, the crutches or walker that are always used in combination with the device, and the mechanical structure of the device itself. To investigate these effects, we evaluated eight healthy volunteers walking with the Ekso, which is a battery-powered, wearable exoskeleton. They walked supported by either crutches or a walker under five different assistance modalities: bilateral maximum assistance, no assistance, bilateral adaptive assistance, and unilateral adaptive assistance on each leg. Participants also walked overground without the exoskeleton. Surface electromyography was recorded bilaterally, and the statistical parametric mapping approach and muscle synergies analysis were used to investigate differences in muscular activity across different walking conditions. The lower limb muscle activations while walking with the Ekso were not influenced by the use of crutches or walker aids. Compared to normal walking without robotic assistance, the Ekso reduced the amplitude of activation for the distal lower limb muscles while changing the timing for the others. This depended mainly on the structure of the device, and not on the type or level of assistance. In fact, the presence of assistance did not change the timing of the muscle activations, but instead mainly had the effect of increasing the level of activation of the proximal lower limb muscles. Surprisingly, we found no significant changes in the adaptive control with respect to a maximal fixed assistance that did not account for subjects’ performance. These are important effects to take into careful considerations in clinics where these devices are used for gait rehabilitation in people with neurological diseases.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years, powered exoskeletons have been used in clinical practice as rehabilitative tools for improving walking ability in people suffering for neurological diseases or injuries [1,2] and as assistive devices for allowing the most impaired to stand up and walk [3].

As rehabilitative tools, robotic devices assist the physical therapists by providing task-specific, repeatable practice and increased intensity of training [4]. Locomotor training with robotic assistance
seems to be more beneficial in individuals following stroke and spinal cord injury (SCI) with respect to other neurological disorders [5]. Some studies reported a marked improvement in lower limb motor functions and walking abilities in incomplete SCI subjects with the use of electromechanical systems [6–9] and positive effects in the reorganization of spinal locomotor neuronal networks [10]. However, other studies [11,12] found that robot-assisted training does not determine better outcomes than traditional rehabilitation. Thus, while undoubtedly powered exoskeletons can provide non-ambulatory individuals with the ability to walk at modest speed [13], the literature highlights conflicting results for the training potential of these devices, and there is no compelling evidence that robot-assisted gait re-education improves walking function more than other rehabilitative strategies [8,9,14–17].

Moreover, although exoskeletons are already used as an alternative option to traditional therapy, there is still a lack of knowledge regarding their specific effects on the user locomotor function. We expect that the guidance they provide would restore muscle coordination patterns similar to the physiological human walking. However, little research has been conducted in this direction, and the few studies confirmed the necessity to further investigate this topic [18–21], suggesting that either the assistive external forces provided during walking [18] or the structure of the device itself [22] can affect normal muscle activations as well as kinetic and kinematic patterns during locomotion. To systematically investigate all these aspects is crucial and at the same time difficult. There are several solutions available for the mechanical structure of the exoskeletons; it is possible to use them with different aids and under different assistive modalities, e.g., unilateral versus bilateral assistance, or maximum assistance versus adaptive assistance based on users’ performance. To the best of our knowledge, these aspects were not deeply investigated with an integrated approach aiming at accounting how each of them influences the overground walking patterns.

This study aimed at filling this gap and had two main objectives. The first was to examine whether and how different assistive modalities influence the muscle patterns during walking. The second was to compare the muscle activations when walking overground with and without an exoskeleton and verify whether the observed differences are due to the mechanical structure of the exoskeleton, the walking aids, or the assistive forces provided by the device.

Our first hypothesis was that the exoskeleton, providing the users with different amounts of assistive forces and requiring the use of walking aids, would induce changes in the amplitude of the muscle activations. More specifically, we hypothesized that the increase of the assistance would induce a decrease of the amplitude of the muscle activations without changing their timing. We will also expect that in individuals with residual walking ability, the adaptive paradigms will determine higher voluntary muscle activations than the maximum fixed assistance, which does not account for the individual ability and does not obey the assistance-as-needed protocol [23].

Our second hypothesis was that the mechanical structure of the exoskeleton would promote changes in the lower-limb muscle activation patterns that have been observed during normal overground walking, as suggested also by [20,21].

With the long-term goal of extending this study to people suffering from neurological diseases or injuries, here we focused on healthy subjects that do not have alterations of their muscle patterns, reducing the possibility of variable and highly subjective responses to each of the investigated aspects. Both hypotheses were tested by analyzing the electromyographic (EMG) patterns generated by eight subjects while walking with and without a wildly used and commercially available exoskeleton: the Ekso (Ekso Bionics, Richmond, CA, USA).

Understanding these aspects will enable us to fully exploit and use the possibilities offered by Ekso in the rehabilitative sessions in a highly personalized way, and will allow defining a path to overcome eventual technological limits.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants

Eight healthy volunteers (four males, age: 27.1 mean ± 7.4 SD years, height: 174.2 mean ± 10.6 SD, weight: 68.6 mean ± 9.4 SD kg; see Table 1) with no neurological or orthopedic disorders participated in this study.

Table 1. Healthy subject’s data; Y: years, M: male, F: female.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age [Y]</th>
<th>Gender [M/F]</th>
<th>Height [cm]</th>
<th>Weight [Kg]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjects were selected in order to fit the criteria needed to use the exoskeleton Ekso: (1) functional upper limb for using the aids, (2) height between 1.50–2 m, (3) weight lower than 100 kg.

The study conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local ethical committee (Comitato Etico Regione Liguria). All participants signed an informed consent to the analysis and publication of their data for research purposes.

2.2. Apparatus: Brief Description of the Ekso Exoskeleton

The Ekso (Ekso Bionics, Richmond, CA, USA [24], Figure 1a) is a battery-powered, wearable exoskeleton that enables individuals with severe walking impairments to stand up and walk overground.
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**Figure 1.** (a) Exoskeleton Ekso; (b,c) Participants wearing the Ekso. Red dots indicate the positions of the reflective markers for the motion analysis and the blue rectangles indicate the position of the surface electromyographic (EMG) electrodes. (d) Markers recorded by the motion analysis system (lateral view in the center of the motion analysis lab pathway).
In this study, we used the model ‘Ekso 1’, which was equipped with four battery-powered motors at the hips and knees, and 15 position sensors. The device includes two powered joints at the hip and knee, and a semi-rigid unpowered ankle joint.

The Ekso is used always with external balancing aids: mainly walkers or crutches. Both aids are characterized by a user interface that enables the subject to interact with the device and select the desired assistance. The device provides assistance to the users by driving their lower limb joints through a predefined trajectory. The exoskeleton has different assistance settings: fixed or adaptive assistance, no assistance, as well as bilateral or unilateral assistance.

**Bilateral assistance** provides full stance stability and swing assistance (fixed or adaptive) to both legs. **Unilateral assistance** provides them only for a selected limb, while the contralateral leg is automatically set free i.e., the users voluntary control the swing of that leg with their own strength and coordination, without any help by the device.

With the **Fixed assistance** setting, a fixed amount of assistance is provided throughout the swing phase of gait; it can vary from 0%, where the device does not provide any assistance, and the subjects should actively move, to a maximum value of 100% corresponding to the maximal assistance that allows the subjects to walk without any voluntary contribution. Thus, depending on the set fixed value, the user is required to use different levels of voluntary control to complete the swing phase. When the Ekso is programmed with a fixed assistance value, it provides a consistent amount of motor output, regardless of the patient’s ability.

The **Adaptive assistance** setting acts based on the subjects’ performance. In this control strategy, the assistive forces increase as the participant deviates from the desired trajectory [25].

With the **No Assistance** setting, the Ekso does not provide any assistance to the user, but its inertia is compensated i.e., the users do not feel the weight of the Ekso and voluntary control their walking patterns.

The Ekso is also characterized by three different ways to control the initiation of each step according to the subject skills:

- **First Step**: a physical therapist controls the beginning of each step by pushing a button. Usually, this modality is used in the first training session for the familiarization with the device;
- **Active Step**: the user controls the beginning of each step by means of an interface, placed on the crutches or on the walker, that communicate with the device.
- **Pro Step**: The user controls the beginning of the next step by moving his hips forward and laterally. In this case, when the device recognizes that the user is in the correct position allows the step of the contralateral leg.

### 2.3. Experimental Protocol

Subjects were instructed to walk in a pathway eight meters long inside the Santa Corona hospital motion analysis lab (Pietra Ligure, Savona, Italy, see paragraph below). Each participant walked both with and without exoskeleton. In the latter case (normal walking, or NW), subjects were asked to walk barefoot, as naturally as possible, at their preferred speed. In the former case, subjects walked under five different assistive modalities: bilateral fixed assistance set to the maximum (100%, B-FA), no assistance (B-NA), bilateral adaptive assistance (B-AA), unilateral adaptive assistance provided either to the left or the right leg (U-AA, U-NA depending on the assistance or not assistance condition of the considered leg, respectively). The order of presentation of these walking modalities was randomized among subjects (see Figure 2).
Table 2. Gait parameters for the Ekso set for each subject.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Height [cm]</th>
<th>Step Length [inches]</th>
<th>Step Height [inches]</th>
<th>Swing Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each subject, these parameters were not changed during the experiment, i.e., they were set at the same value for all the assistive modalities.

Since subjects always use either crutches or a walker when walking with the Ekso, in this experiment, all the subjects were tested with both aids. Moreover, three subjects (S2, S7, and S8) were also evaluated when walking without an exoskeleton with both aids to exclude that the differences in the muscular activation patterns when walking with and without the exoskeleton were due to these aids.
We had a familiarization phase of 30 min of walking with the Ekso in the different walking conditions outside the lab setting. Afterwards, in the lab settings, subjects walked 16 m (one time back and forth in the lab) in each condition before starting the recording. In order to avoid the effects of the acceleration and deceleration phases at the beginning and at the end of the walk pathway, we considered for the analysis only strides in the middle of the pathway i.e., the strides during steady walking.

With this procedure, we collected a minimum of 10 strides for the normal walking condition and a minimum of 12 strides for the Ekso-based modalities; half of those started with the right leg, and half started with the left one.

2.4. Data Recording

Muscle activity and kinematic data were recorded both when walking with and without the Ekso. We collected the kinematic data using a motion capture system (SMART DX, BTS Bioengineering, Milan, Italy) that consisted of eight infrared cameras, two video cameras, and reflective spherical passive markers of 15-mm diameter. Subjects walked inside the acquisition volume of the cameras \(8 \times 3 \times 2.5\) (height) m and stepped on two force platforms located halfway (Kistler, Kistler Italia, Milan, Italy or P600, BTS Bioengineering, Milan, Italy). In this study, we focused on the EMG patterns that were recorded with surface electromyography (sEMG, POCKETEMG, BTS Bioengineering, Milan, Italy). We used the kinematic data mainly for extracting the phases of the gait cycle. We used the force platforms only to verify the algorithms for estimating the gait cycle (see data analysis), but we did not consider the kinetic data; thus, we analyzed also the strides made outside the force platforms. All the data acquisition systems were hardware synchronized.

As for the sEMG, the data were collected simultaneously from the following eight muscles of both legs (16 muscles in total, Figure 1b,c): tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SOL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris (BF), gluteus medius (GLM). The EMG electrodes were positioned according to the guidelines of SENIAM (Surface EMG for Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles, seniam.org), which is a European project on surface EMG.

As for the kinematic data, in this study, we used only markers at the foot/ankle level for computing the gait cycle events and the marker in C7 for estimating the walking speed (see data analysis). However, for completeness, we are reporting the complete set-up that we designed for future studies with people with complete and incomplete SCI. Specifically, during walking without the exoskeleton, we recorded the position of 28 markers. Of these, 21 were positioned according to the Davis protocol [26] on the spinal process of the sacrum, the spinal process of C7, bilaterally on the acromion, the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), the greater trochanter, the lateral epicondyle of the femur, the fibula head, the lateral malleolus, the fifth metatarsal phalangeal joint on the lateral aspect of the foot, and the heel. In both legs, four markers were placed externally, by means of bars 5-cm long in the middle between the greater trochanter and the lateral epicondyle of the femur, and in the middle between the fibula head and the lateral malleolus. The additional seven markers were placed on the sternum, on the head, bilaterally on the lateral epicondyle of the elbow joint, and on the ulnar styloid process. When subjects walked with the Ekso, the markers were positioned differently due to the exoskeleton structure. The markers were placed on the exoskeleton at torso level, in correspondence of the principal joints—hip (in proximity of the spinal process of the greater trochanter), knee (in proximity of the spinal process of the lateral epicondyle of the femur), ankle (in proximity of the spinal process of the lateral malleolus)—and on the lateral aspect of the foot in proximity of the spinal process of the fifth metatarsal phalangeal joint, as well as on the subjects at the level of the spinal process of C7, the sternum, the head, and bilaterally on acromion, elbow, and wrist (Figure 1b–d).
2.5. Data Analysis

Gait event detection and walking speed. The markers trajectories were sampled at 100 Hz. The x, y, and z components were smoothed with a fourth-order Savitzky–Golay filter with a cut-off frequency of 9 Hz [27], which was used to obtain also the subsequent derivative terms.

The gait cycle events, i.e., the heel strike (HS) for initial stance and the toe off (TO) for initial swing, were defined based on the position and speed of the foot. Specifically, we used the algorithm proposed in [28], considering the markers located in correspondence of the fifth metatarsal phalangeal joint and of the lateral malleolus instead of the toe and heel markers. For both normal and exoskeleton-assisted gait, we validated the algorithm by comparing it with the timing of the same gait events, as determined with the use of the force plates, in a preliminary testing and in all the testing trials (15% for Ekso strides and 40% normal strides) where the kinetic data were available. We found a difference <4% for all gait conditions, as reported by [20,29]. These gait events were used to compute the stride duration or gait cycle duration i.e., the time elapsed between two consecutive HS of the same leg (left and right strides). The swing durations were measured as the time between the TO and HS when the considered foot is touching the ground. Here, we reported the percentage of the swing phase with respect to the stride duration. The mean speed of the subjects during assisted and unassisted gait was computed from the speed of the marker on C7 during each stride.

Single muscle activations. EMG data were recorded at 1 kHz, processed using a ninth-order band pass Butterworth filter between 20–450 Hz [30,31]. The filtered data were rectified, and we applied a low-pass fourth-order Butterworth filter with 4-Hz cut-off frequency to obtain their envelope. The EMG envelopes were segmented in correspondence of each gait cycle (from each HS to the following one). Then, we time-interpolated each gait cycle over a time base with 101 points [20].

The position of the electrodes did not change during the entire acquisition (see Figure 1b,c), allowing for direct comparisons of each muscle among all the conditions. To directly compare and average the EMG data from different subjects and legs, we normalized each muscle signal for its maximum value computed over all the acquisitions under the different conditions that we considered in the analyses (e.g., for each subject/leg/muscle = 6 strides × 2 aids × 5 Ekso – modalities + 3 strides × 2 legs for the normal walking). We also verified that a different normalization (e.g., for the median value [32,33]) did not change the main results we obtained.

Muscle synergy analysis. For each participant and walking modality, we extracted muscle synergies from a matrix obtained by the normalized EMG envelopes, by using the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm [34,35]. The NMF algorithm decomposes the normalized EMG envelopes in a defined number of positive components, or muscle synergies, each composed of weight coefficients (W) and activation profiles (H): the first (W) represents the participation of each muscle in each synergy [36], and the second (H) represents the timing of activity of each muscle synergy.

The NMF was implemented using the multiplicative update rules [37] with W and H initialized with random non-negative values. The implementation of the NMF algorithm is based on the minimization of the “Euclidian distance” between the muscle synergies and the combination of W and H.

In order to minimize the possibility that the iterative algorithm converges to a local and not a global minimum, the extraction was repeated 50 times, and we selected the solution explaining the highest overall amount of variance. We obtained eight sets of muscle synergies for each subject in each walking modality. We computed the total variability accounted for (VAF), and for choosing the number of muscle synergies, we adopted a conservative criterion as proposed by Clark et al. [34] that ensures a strong correspondence between the original and the reconstructed muscles. Specifically, for each subject, we selected the minimum number of synergies that allows explaining the 90% of the variability of each muscle in each phase of the gait cycle [34]. For each participant and walking modality, we retained the muscle synergy set extracted using the most representative number of synergies obtained according to this criterion.

In order to simplify the comparison of the muscle synergies among conditions, the same number of muscle synergies was retained within the same condition across participants; the number was
established as the rounded average across participants [33,38]. The NNMF algorithm does not extract muscle synergies in the same order for each subject and different walking modalities. Therefore, to compare them among modalities, they were ordered according to the similarity of their structure provided by the weight coefficients. For each set of synergies, the weight coefficients were ordered according to their matching with a set of reference weight coefficients by using the highest normalized scalar product between the two vectors, i.e., the scalar products of the two vectors normalized by their norm [39].

The set of reference muscle synergies was obtained by pulling together the weight coefficients of all participants and conditions; then, we used a hierarchical clustering procedure based on the minimization of the Minkowski distance between vectors to categorize them [40]. The number of clusters was equal to the number of extracted muscle synergies across conditions, i.e., four. We obtained the set of reference weight coefficients by averaging the vectors within each cluster [33].

2.6. Statistical Analysis

We investigated the muscle activation patterns of the lower limb during walking overground with the Ekso. We verify two main hypotheses:

**Hypothesis 1.** While walking with the exoskeleton, the muscle activations changed depending on two factors: (a) the walking aids, i.e., walker or crutches normally used in combination with the exoskeleton; and (b) the assistance provided by the device.

**Hypothesis 2.** The muscle activations changed between walking with and without the exoskeleton, depending on the mechanical structure of the device and the assistance provided by the device.

To verify these hypotheses, we used the statistical parametric mapping (SPM) approach [29,41], which allows analyzing statistical differences among continuous curves, without extracting specific scalar variables. We used the repeated measure Anova approach (rANOVA) (spm1d.org), and we ran this analysis for all the eight bilateral muscles we recorded, as well as for all the activation profiles of the muscle synergies.

Specifically, for answering the first hypothesis, we performed a rANOVA with three within subject factors: ‘assistance’ (five levels: B-FA, B-AA, U-AA, U-NA, B-NA), leg (two levels: right versus left leg), and aids (two levels: walker versus crutches). A main significant effect of the latter factor would support the hypothesis that aids influence the lower limb muscle activations while walking with the exoskeleton. A main effect of the first factor would support the hypothesis that different assistance modalities determine different muscle patterns. We expected this difference to be significant, and we planned (pre-planned comparisons) to further verify (a) the effects of adaptive assistance by investigating changes in the muscle activation patterns with respect to imposed maximal assistance, i.e., by comparing B-AA versus B-FA; (b) the effect of unilateral assistance with respect to bilateral assistance by comparing U-AA and B-AA, as well as U-NA and B-NA; (c) the difference between assistance and no assistance by comparing the assistive modalities (–A: B-FA, B-AA, and U-AA) with the non-assistive modalities (-NA: B-NA, U-NA). For our population of healthy controls, we did not expect any significant difference in the leg factor.

For each condition, in the Ekso-based modalities, 120 strides for each subject were included in the SPM analysis (= six strides × five modalities × two legs × two aids). Specifically, the comparison among the different assistive modalities was based on 24 strides (= six strides × two legs × two aids) per condition per subject. The comparison between legs as well as between aids was based on 60 trials (= six strides × five modalities × two aids/legs).

As for the second hypothesis, we investigated differences in the muscle activations between normal walking and Ekso-assisted walking, considering separately two modalities: full bilateral assistance or no assistance (rANOVA, two factors: gait with and without exoskeleton and left versus
right leg). Since we had five strides starting with each leg for the normal walking, we considered the first five strides for each condition, i.e., we considered 20 strides for each subject in both comparisons (five strides × two legs × two walking modalities).

To exclude that eventual differences while walking with the exoskeleton were due to the aids instead of the Ekso mechanical structure, we asked three subjects (S2, S7, S8) to walk also without the exoskeleton with the aids, and we compared, performing an rANOVA, the three conditions, i.e., walking without the Ekso (a) with no aids, (b) with a walker, and (c) with crutches.

As for the muscle synergies activations profile, we performed an rANOVA with one main factor: walking conditions (with six levels: B-FA, B-AA, U-AA, U-NA, B-NA, and NW). We expected this difference to be significant, and we planned (pre-planned comparisons) to further verify the effects of the Ekso both in terms of the mechanical structure and assistance.

As for the missing data, we used a conservative approach: when a muscle of a subject that was considered was not correctly recorded, we deleted the entire case (i.e., the corresponding subject) from that rANOVA for the single muscle analysis. This happened only in a limited number of cases that were reported in the supplementary materials (see Table S1). Statistical significance was set at the family-wise error rate of $\alpha = 0.05$.

3. Results

Results are presented and briefly discussed as following: (1) a brief description of the spatio-temporal characteristics of the gait: stance, swing duration, and walking speed; (2) an answer to the first hypothesis with the comparisons of muscle walking patterns in lower limbs when walking with the Ekso under different conditions; and (3) an answer to the second hypothesis with the comparisons between walking patterns with and without the Ekso.

3.1. Spatio-Temporal Characteristics of the Gait

When subjects walked with the Ekso, their walking speed decreased ($p < 0.0001$ Figure 3a) and the stride time increased ($p < 0.0001$, Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. (a) Mean ± standard walking speed (m/s); (b) Mean ± standard stride duration (s); (c) Mean ± standard swing phase duration expressed as percentage of the gait cycle. Colors indicate the different walking modalities: black for normal walking without the Ekso (NW); the other colors refer to walking with the Ekso with bilateral no assistance (B-NA, dark green), bilateral full assistance (B-FA, red), bilateral adaptive assistance (B-AA, dark blue), unilateral adaptive assistance (U-AA, light blue), and unilateral no assistance (U-NA, light green). * indicates $p < 0.0001$. 

As expected, there were no differences (neither main effects nor interactions) in muscle activations between left and right legs during the gait cycle. Moreover, the muscle patterns did not change significantly ($p > 0.0001$, Figure 3c). We noticed a slight (<3%) decrease in the two Ekso unassisted modalities with respect to the Ekso-assisted modalities and the normal walking.
However, when we time-normalized the gait cycle, the percentage of the swing phase was similar for all the walking conditions with and without the Ekso ($p > 0.01$, Figure 3c). We noticed a slight (<3%) decrease in the two Ekso unassisted modalities with respect to the Ekso-assisted modalities and the normal walking.

### 3.2. Muscle Activations When Walking with the Ekso under Different Conditions

As expected, there were no differences (neither main effects nor interactions) in muscle activations between left and right leg during the gait cycle. Moreover, the muscle patterns did not change when walking with the crutches or with the walker, i.e., no significant main effects nor interactions were found for the factor aids ($p > 0.05$, Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** First and third rows: Muscle activation patterns (Mean ± SE) during walking inside the Ekso with the walker (blue lines) and crutches (orange lines). We considered the following muscles: muscles tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SOL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris (BF), and gluteus medius (GLM). The lines were obtained by averaging all the modalities of walking with the Ekso (B-FA, B-AA, U-AA, B-NA, and U-NA) and the contribution of both legs that were balanced with respect the two aids. Second and fourth rows: Statistical parametric mapping (SPM(F)) statistic as a function of the percentage of gait cycle. The threshold for significance is indicated in red.

When comparing the different assistance modalities (Figure 5), we found that the temporal patterns of activations did not change with the different assistive modalities, i.e., for all the muscles, the shape of the envelopes were highly similar; however, significant differences were observed in terms of level of muscle activations.

Specifically, small or negligible differences were found for the distal lower limb muscles (TA, GM, SOL), while higher and significant differences were found in the other muscles (GLM, BF, ST, RF, VM). When further investigating this result with the pre-planned comparisons, we found that:

1. There was no difference between the muscle patterns between the B-FA, with the Ekso providing a fixed maximum assistance, independently of the subjects’ voluntary contribution, with respect to B-AA with the assistance adapted by the device, depending on the subject’s performance.
2. In the second half of the gait cycle, the level of activations of both the unassisted modalities, B-NA, U-NA, was lower than those of the assistive modalities for the BF, ST RF, VM, and GLM muscles between 60–80% of the gait cycle for the first two muscles (in correspondence with the
peak of muscle activation, both $p < 0.001$) and between 80–100% for the other three (RF and VM $p < 0.001$; GLM $p < 0.05$).

3. Under unilateral assistance, both the assisted (U-AA) and unassisted (U-NA) leg had significant differences when compared to the corresponding case where the contralateral leg was in the same assistive condition i.e., B-AA and B-NA, respectively. These differences were mainly evident and significant in the middle of the walking cycle (40–50%) for the GLM muscle in both comparisons ($p < 0.001$) for BF when comparing the unassisted conditions B-NA versus U-NA ($p < 0.001$) and for the ST when comparing the assistive conditions B-AA versus U-AA ($p < 0.001$). Specifically for the unassisted modalities, the activation was mainly higher for the unilateral condition, while it was lower for the assistive modalities.

![Figure 5. First and fourth rows: Muscle activations patterns during walking inside the Ekso with different assistance modalities. Unilateral assistance was indicated with dashed lines, while bilateral assistance was indicated with continuous lines, and the type of assistance was indicated by the color of the lines: B-FA (red), B-AA, U-AA (blue), B-NA, and U-NA (green). We considered the following muscles: muscles tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SOL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris (BF), and gluteus medius (GLM). Second and fifth rows: SPM(F) statistic as a function of the percentage of gait cycle. The lines were obtained by averaging the strides performed with crutches and walkers as well as the strides started with the left and right leg. The threshold for significance is indicated in red. Third and sixth rows: Statistic results of the pre-planned comparison: (1) B-FA vs. B-AA, (2) B-AA vs. U-AA, (3) B-NA vs. U-NA, (4) –A vs. -NA. Black intervals $p < 0.001$ and grey intervals $p < 0.05$.](image)

3.3. Muscle Activations When Walking with and without the Ekso

When walking with the Ekso with respect to NW (Figure 6), the activity of the distal lower limb muscles—TA, GM, SOL—decreased, as well as the activity of the GLM, both with (B-FA) and without (B-NA) assistance. These differences were observable mainly in correspondence of the peak of muscle activations, more specifically between 20–40% of the gait cycle for the SOL ($p < 0.001$) and for the GM.
(\(p = 0.05\), i.e., at the threshold of significance), in the second half of the gait cycle for the TA (\(p < 0.02\) in the B-FA and \(p < 0.001\) in the B-NA), and between 40–50% for the GLM (\(p = 0.007\) in the B-FA). This decrease of muscle activity was significant for the TA and the SOL, but not for the other two muscles, and it was more marked in absences of Ekso assistance.

Conversely, the RF had higher activations when subjects walked with Ekso at the end (>80%) of the gait cycle, although this difference increased and was statistically significant only when the Ekso assistance was present (\(p = 0.01\)). We did not observe any significant difference for the VM. Most interestingly, we observed different timings of activation for the ST. When walking with the Ekso, the peak of activation was between 60–80% of the cycle both in the assisted and unassisted modalities, while in this interval during NW, the ST was not active. This difference was highly significant for both B-FA and B-NA (both \(p < 0.001\)). A similar trend, although less marked, was observed for the BF, but the difference between Ekso and normal walking in this part of the gait cycle, i.e., from 60%

---

**Figure 6.** Rows 1, 3, 5, and 7: Comparison between normal walking (black lines) and bilaterally assistive (B-FA) walking with the Ekso (top panel, rows 1–3, red lines) and unassisted (B-NA) walking with the Ekso (low panel, rows 5–7, green lines) (mean ± SE). We considered the following muscles: muscles tibialis anterior (TA), gastrocnemius medialis (GM), soleus (SOL), rectus femoris (RF), vastus medialis (VM), semitendinosus (ST), biceps femoris (BF), and gluteus medius (GLM). The lines were obtained by averaging the strides performed with crutches and walkers as well as the strides started with the left and right leg. Rows 2, 4, 6, 8: panels show the SPM{F} statistic as a function of the percentage of gait cycle. The threshold for significance is indicated in red.

Conversely, the RF had higher activations when subjects walked with Ekso at the end (>80%) of the gait cycle, although this difference increased and was statistically significant only when the Ekso assistance was present (\(p = 0.01\)). We did not observe any significant difference for the VM. Most interestingly, we observed different timings of activation for the ST. When walking with the Ekso, the
peak of activation was between 60–80% of the cycle both in the assisted and unassisted modalities, while in this interval during NW, the ST was not active. This difference was highly significant for both B-FA and B-NA (both \( p < 0.001 \)). A similar trend, although less marked, was observed for the BF, but the difference between Ekso and normal walking in this part of the gait cycle, i.e., from 60% to 80%, did not reach the threshold for significance. Both the BF and the ST muscles were not active at the beginning (<15%) and at the end (>80%) of the gait cycle, which are time intervals where normally, these muscles are active during walking. At the end of the gait cycle, the difference between NW and B-NA/B-FA was in all cases highly significant (\( p < 0.001 \) for both muscles), while at the beginning of the gait cycle, it was significant for the BF (\( p < 0.001 \)), and for the ST, it was only slightly significant in the NW versus B-NA case (\( p = 0.049 \)).

We finally verified that these results did not depend on the aids by comparing for three subjects the muscle activations without aids, with a walker, and with crutches (see Supplementary Figure S1) while walking without the Ekso. The only significant difference we found was for the VN muscle at the end of the gait cycle between 90–100%. We also notice a delay on the activation of TA, GM, and SOL, while their deactivation was synchronous with that of walking patterns without aids. This behavior was not present always in all subjects; thus, it did not reach the threshold for significance. None of the differences that were found comparing walking with and without the Ekso were observed in NW when comparing walking with and without the aids.

3.4. Muscle Synergies

Four synergies were required to reconstruct muscle activations during walking without the Ekso: \( (3.6 \text{ mean} \pm 1.2 \text{ std}) \). When walking with the Ekso, the number of synergies was \( (\text{mean} \pm \text{std}) \): B-NA = 3.87 ± 0.99; B-FA = 3.75 ± 1.75; B-AA = 3.13 ± 1.24; U-AA = 3.00 ± 0.00; U-NA = 3.37 ± 0.74. Notice that the total variability accounted for (Figure 7) based on the number of modules extracted by NNMF was lower for the first synergies when walking with the Ekso than when walking without the Ekso (\( p < 0.01 \)).

![Figure 7. Total variability accounted for (mean ± se) based on the number of modules extracted by non-negative matrix factorization (NNMF) for all the investigated walking conditions (normal walking without the Ekso: NW; Ekso-assisted walking: B-NA, B-FA, B-AA, U-AA, U-NA). Colors indicate the different walking modalities: black for normal walking without the Ekso (NW); the other colors refer to walking with the Ekso with bilateral no assistance (B-NA, dark green), bilateral full assistance (B-FA, red), bilateral adaptive assistance (B-AA, dark blue), unilateral adaptive assistance (U-AA, light blue), and unilateral no assistance (U-NA, light green).](image-url)
To characterize and compare the synergies’ composition and timing, we extracted four independent modules for all the subjects and walking conditions (Figure 8).

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8.** Weights (left panel) and activation coefficients (right panel) of the four muscle synergies when normal walking without the Ekso and when walking with the Ekso: B-NA, B-FA, B-AA, U-AA, and U-NA. Colors and lines indicate the different walking modalities: black solid line for normal walking without the Ekso (NW); the other colors refer to walking with the Ekso with bilateral no assistance (B-NA, dark green solid line), bilateral full assistance (B-FA, red solid line), bilateral adaptive assistance (B-AA, dark blue solid line), unilateral adaptive assistance (U-AA, light blue dotted line), and unilateral no assistance (U-NA, light green dotted line).

**Synergy 1** was due to the simultaneous activations of the ankle plantar flexors GM and SOL, and in all the walking conditions, it was mainly active between 20–60% of the gait cycle, in the late stance providing support to the body for the forward propulsion and for initiating the gait [34,42].

**Synergy 2** was dominated by TA, the ankle dorsiflexor. During normal walking without the Ekso, Synergy 2 was active at <20% and more in the second half (>50%) of the gait cycle, with a peak between 60–90%. These activations correspond to the muscle activity for ankle dorsiflexion during and immediately after the heel strike and during the early swing for supporting the ground clearance of the foot [34,42]. When walking with the Ekso, the main peak of activation in all the conditions appeared delayed at about 10% of the gait cycle with respect to walking without the Ekso (p < 0.001, Figure 9).

**Synergy 3** was dominated by the knee extensors VM and RF, with the latter also being the knee abductor, and by the GLM, which determines the hip extension and abduction. This synergy was active mainly at the beginning and at the end of the gait cycle, contributing to weight acceptance in the early stance [34,42]. Synergy 3 was quite similar across all the conditions, with and without the Ekso, with the main peak of activity at the end of the gait cycle that in most subjects was anticipated in about 10% in the conditions where participants were wearing the Ekso with respect to when they were not. This behavior reached the threshold for significance for the B-FA modality (p < 0.001, Figure 9).

**Synergy 4** was mainly characterized by the ST and BF activity. The activation of this synergy was completely different between walking with and without Ekso. Indeed, in the normal walking without the Ekso, synergy 4 was active at the beginning (<20% of the gait cycle) and at the end (>80%) of the gait cycle, i.e., during stance, contributing to stabilizing the body and flexing the knee, and during the middle/late swing, contributing at decelerating the leg [34,42]. Instead, in all the Ekso walking modalities, synergy 4 was active only between 60–80% of the gait cycle (p < 0.001 in all intervals).
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4. Discussion

This study aimed at understanding how the external balancing aids used with the exoskeleton, the structure of the device itself, and the different assistive forces provided for assisting the gait influence the users’ muscular activations when walking overground.

In the following, we discuss the main findings with respect to each of these aspects.

4.1. Comparison between Assistance Modalities with the Ekso

We did not find changes in muscle activations between the two bilateral exoskeleton-assisted modalities (B-FA, B-AA), i.e., comparing maximal and adaptive assistance. This contradicted our original hypothesis. We believed that if the exoskeleton would provide a maximum assistance enabling to walk with the Ekso in a predefined manner, independently from the ability of the user to generate the walking patterns, then the users, being greedy optimizers [23], would allow the Ekso to do all the work, decreasing their voluntary control, and consequently their muscle activations. This did not happen in our experiment, contradicting the basis of the assistance-as-needed approach [23]. The comparison between unassisted and assisted gait further confirmed this finding, since subjects had higher activations in the presence of assistance, i.e., when these activations were not needed for walking, than in the absence of assistance. Indeed, both the B-NA and U-NA subjects had a reduced muscle activation of the BF, ST, RF, and VM when compared to the assisted conditions. The muscle synergies analysis confirmed these results, since the four synergies that were extracted were quite similar among all the walking conditions with the Ekso: in number, in their structure (weight coefficients), and in some activation profiles.

The absence of the greedy optimization might depend on the limited experience of the users with the exoskeleton and because during testing, the overall walking distance was limited by the length of the walking path in the motion analysis lab, resulting in the anticipation of the unavoidable stops and turns at each side of the room. With longer training or with the possibility of walking in longer paths, subjects might exploit the assistive forces, decreasing their muscle activity.

Also, we should consider an alternative explanation: overground walking is different with respect to the treadmill walking (as in [23]), since in the latter case, the motor commands are generated mostly
4.2. Comparison between Normal Walking and Ekso-Assisted Walking

Regardless of the type of assistance, remarkable and significant differences in muscle activation timings were observed in the knee flexor muscles (ST and BF), confirming what was previously observed by [21] for the Ekso and by [43] for the Mindwalker exoskeletons. Specifically, the hamstrings muscles stabilize the body during the stance phase and flex the knee, having a peak of activation during the middle/end of the swing phase [44]; thus, the physiological timing of activation for these muscles is at the beginning and at the end of the gait cycle [45]. However, during the Ekso walking, we found a peak of activation between 60–80% of the gait cycle i.e., at the end of the terminal stance/beginning of the swing phase.

This result was confirmed by the synergies analysis. The muscle synergy S4, which is dominated by the ST and BF muscles, had completely opposite activation patterns when walking without the Ekso with respect to all the walking modalities with the Ekso: S4 was active mainly between 60–80% of the gait cycle instead of at the beginning (<20%) and at the end of the gait cycle (>80%).

Since this pattern was always observed when subjects walked with the Ekso, as well as in the absence of assistance, the change in the activation timing of these muscles might depend on the mechanical structure of the device itself, and not on the type or amount of assistance. More specifically, this abnormal activation might be due to the reduced mobility of the ankle joint of the exoskeleton, which as in many other devices, is semi-rigid and unpowered. This could create an overloading of knee flexors muscles in the push-off phase. The mechanical design of the ankle joint can also explain the reduction in amplitude during the push-off phase in the Ekso walking for the muscle TA, GM, and SOL; a similar observation was also recently reported by [22].

The single muscle analysis did not highlight differences in the remaining muscles, as in [18], while the muscle synergies analysis highlighted that, when walking with the Ekso, unlike in NW, the synergy S3—dominated by VM, RF, and GLM—anticipated the peak of activation by 10% of the gait cycle, while the synergy S2—dominated by the TA—had the peak of activation delayed.

These observations, as explained in the previous point, highlighted that healthy subjects not exposed to prolonged training were inclined to activate the muscles in all the exoskeleton conditions, even when the device provided the user with total assistance.

4.3. Walking with the Aids

There were no changes in the muscle activation patterns when the users walked with the walker or the crutches both with and without the Ekso, although in the second case, the small number of subjects limited the power of the analysis. In the latter case, when we had the possibility of comparing normal walking without the Ekso in the absence and presence of the two aids, for all three participants, we observed a reduction in the amplitude of the VM muscle when walking with the aids. This difference could be attributed to the VM being an antigravity extensor muscle, and therefore, as the load decreases because of the aids, the amplitude of the muscle activity decreases [46]. No significant changes were observed in terms of muscle activation timing, although a small delay on the muscle response of the plantiflexors muscle was observed for two out of three subjects when walking with the aids. The latter difference may be because at the beginning of the single support phase, the subject’s weight is mainly loaded on the aids. Due to the new load distribution, the activation of the plantar flexors muscles is not required at the beginning of the stance phase, but only in the single support phase, when the load is completely distributed on one leg. The difference disappearing in the Ekso walk is in line with this observation, since in this case, the weight is also supported by the exoskeleton structure. Notice that this difference was not significant for our subjects. In a larger population, it could become significant, but that it was not observed in previous studies suggests that it would probably not, and that this trend is the result of intersubject variability. No other significant differences or trends were observed,
confirming that the differences between walking with and without the Ekso were only due to the use of the device itself and not to the presence of the aids.

4.4. Cautionary Notes

The size of the observation pool is small, but in line with the literature. Namely, the number of subjects (eight), since only healthy participants were included, is in line with the field’s standard, e.g., [18,20,47–50]. Also, the number of strides per subject (10 without and 12 with an Ekso minimum) is low, but again supported by several studies using a similar or even lower number of strides [20,51–54]. This is because in healthy subjects, the activations of lower limb muscles are highly repeatable, and increasing the number of steps would not modify the outcome [51]. However, a study with a larger observation pool both in terms of strides and subjects is needed to consolidate these findings.

4.5. Future Work and Clinical Applications

Here, we focused on healthy subjects to investigate the effect of the mechanical structure of the Ekso and its different assistive modalities on muscle activity patterns during walking. The reason is that during walking, healthy subjects have highly repeatable activations both individually and as a group. Since neurological diseases and injury might affect the neural control of movements and the ability to walk differently, the muscle activations of the patients could have higher variability in both cases.

However, we performed this study with the goal of understanding the changes induced by the Ekso for identifying subsets of the population that would derive higher or lower benefits from its use. For example, in this study, we found a decrease in distal muscular activity (TA, SOL, and GM muscles) during the push-off phase, in favor of greater activity in the proximal part of the lower limb, with an extra-activation at the level of the muscles’ knee flexors. This suggest that subjects with ankle propulsion deficits would have limited benefits from treatment with this type of exoskeleton, since they need a specific rehabilitative training that enhances the activity of the distal muscles. Moreover, the protocol could be used to test the effects of this and other exoskeletons to provide indications on how to improve their mechanical structure or assistance.

We are also starting to use the proposed protocol with SCI survivors with incomplete injury who have different gait patterns, depending on the level of injury and the type of incompleteness (e.g., ASIA (American Spinal Injury Association) classification B,C,D, [55]). In this case, we are using the proposed protocol to investigate before training the muscle activations during walking with the Ekso, aiming at characterizing the effects of the different assistance modalities to select the most appropriate combination for personalized training. Moreover, the same protocol could then be used to investigate the effects of an exoskeleton-based training on specific patients walking patterns, analyzing the changes in the muscle activities due to practice. Instead, in people with complete SCI who have no muscular activity at the level of the lower limbs, the exoskeleton has undisputed value for allowing the users to maintain the standing posture and walking, with consequences on cardiovascular health and cardiovascular training [15,56]. In this case, while using the exoskeleton, the subjects would be actively contributing to walking with their upper body [57]. Therefore, it would be interesting to propose an evaluation protocol based on similar techniques as well as answering similar questions, but focusing on the muscular activity of the upper limbs and the trunk during walking with exoskeleton.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/9/14/2868/s1, Figure S1: Comparison between normal walking and walking with walker and crutches, Table S1: Data not available for the analysis.
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